
Sammendrag av ”The Cure for All Advanced Cancers”, skrevet av dr. Clark.

Broken chromosomes are characteristic of nearly every cancer. Heavy metals; like copper,
cadmium, and the lanthanides cause chromosomes to break.

Cancer is in fact two diseases; malignancy and tumor-growing. Malignancy is a tumor invaded
by human intestinal fluke and the presence of isopropyl alcohol. These conditions  make us
produce growth stimulators ( abundant hCG and orthophospo-tyrosine).

There are two ways of getting isopropyl alcohol into your body: Some bacteria produce it, and
its used as an antiseptic in many of our body products and food.

hCG is human Chorionic Gonadotropin; the same hormone a mother produces in her placenta to
protect the growing baby from attack by her own immune system. hCG will protect the tumor
cells from attack, no doubt; by your immune system.. hCG is only present when isopropyl
alcohol is present and organic germanium (“good germanium”) is absent.

Ortho-phospho-tyrosine is a powerful growth stimulant, perhaps made by the parasite larvae
themselves, perhaps induced in our cells by the intestinal fluke parasite. The explosive growth
can only be stopped by killing this parasite and all its tiny larval stages. This will take about a
week using the parasite-killing program. With the herbal program for  advanced cancer; the
parasites and larvaes in just 24 hours. The whole program lasts for 21 days, and also include
shrinking the tumors. The program is well tolerated by even the sickest person.

Tumor cells do nothing to contribute to the organ they live in. They have no enzymes or RNA.
And very few mitochondria. 

We don’t want to kill the tumor cells; we want to heal them. Then tumors shrink, and the tissue
returns to normal. 

Because our cells naturally tries to heal when something is wrong: They divide; to make
healthy, young cells fill the gaping hole or to replace the injured cells. The damaged cells are
digested. Tumor cells are busily healing themselves by such multiplication. They don’t stop
because the “brakes” on cell division are not being used. The “brakes” are another chemical
made by each cell for itself, called pyruvic aldehyde. (Can seldom be detected at all in tumor
tissue by the syncrometer.) Our cells normally  make thiourea for one minute, followed by
pyruvic aldehyde (brakes) for one minute, and so on. The brakes can be vanishing if they’re
exposed with amines. Our cells are able to produce amines themselves, but rarely does; only if
there’s need to heal a wound. The reason for brakes being  “permanently turned off” is bacteria
living inside of the cells; producing amines. This gives a typical situation of tumor cells
producing only one minute pr. Every 15 minutes; typical for a fast growing tumor. Because of
endless production of thiourea; thyroxine can`t reach the mitochondria. Mitochondria are
dependent on thyroxine. This gives the tumor cells a minimum of energy. Without enough
energy; tumor cells only divide, and contribute “nothing”, except making a cozy for
Fasciolopsis larval stages.. That parasite then contributes ortho-phospho-tyrosine to accelerate
them into malignancy.

Ordinarily when bacteria attack, either your cells or the bacteria win the battle. It’s a life and
death struggle. If the bacteria win, your cells die. They do not become tumor cells. They are
dead and will be removed by your white blood cells. But if your cells win, the bacteria die and
are digested by special  “fortresses” inside your cells called lysosomes. Unfortanately thyroxine
is needed to activate your lysosomes too! Because tumor cells are short of thyroxine an impasse



is occurring. They neither die, nor can they kill their invaders. They’re half dead and half alive.
They’re in a twilight zone, trying to solve  the impasse by dividing. IF ONLY WE COULD
HELP THEM HEAL, THE IMPASSE WOULD BE OVER. HOW TO HELP THEM IS THE
SUBJECT OF THIS BOOK.

Tumor-making  bacteria are of a special kind, too: Clostridium species. They have the ability to
make DNA in a special bacteria way. They make huge amounts of DNA from RNA by the
enzyme; ribonucleotide reductase. Their enzyme requires vitamin B12; which YOU supply..
Clostridium species of bacteria are the constant companions of tumors, supplying the DNA, the
toxic amines, and even the isopropyl alcohol which  will eventually contribute to malignancy.
The bacteria are thriving, while flooding your cells with excess DNA that can be used for cell
division. Some of the bacterial DNA will certainly get integrated (joined) with your own DNA.
And most certainly, any viruses infecting the bacteria will seize their chance, too, to join and
transform our DNA.

“Transformation” is a scientific term that describes what happens when your genes (DNA) have
been joined by foreign DNA, such as from a virus. Your cells become changed (transformed),
stopping their normal RNA and protein formation. The virus genes now hidden amongst your
own can be triggered by common chemicals (as anyone with chronic Herpes  infection knows)
to reproduce. And SOME virus genes tell your cells to multiply! They have become oncogenes;
genes that cause tumors. Such an event is quite possible, even probable, when hordes of
Clostridium bacteria have invaded your cells without killing them or being killed. This should
not happen... It was not meant to happen.

When getting cancer your immune system fails. The specific reason is not known for sure, but it
is proved that cancer patients does have a lowered immunity. They also fail in rising body
temperature. In fact, cancer sufferers are extra cold. Their body temperature is often more than
one degree colder than normal! A cancer patient also will loose most of his ability to oxidize.
They are typically in lack of iron (used for the process). This might be due to copper from water
pipes. (Copper competes with the iron in your food.) The body’s  ability of reduction also get
lowered (supposedly caused by metals). The beleaguered cells are reaching a crisis, and start
dividing/multiplying themselves. 

It is widely known that cancer tissue attracts metals, dye bacteria, parasites, mutagens and
carcinogens. So the advice is to not wear any metal, remove amalgam, and use plastic water
pipes.

At the tiny site undergoing rapid mitosis; heavy metals arrive. You always find these: Copper,
cobalt and vanadium. Most of them are known mutagens.

Lanthanide metals stops the tumor cells from giving out signs to be destroyed by the immune
system: The very mechanism that lets tumors enlarge.

Non-metal-mutagens can be made from cholesterol and many hormones. Found only when
Ascaris is present! Ascaris is the common roundworm of cats and dogs. It parasites us too,
though it is less obvious. These mutagens (cholesterol-alike) cause mutations during mitosis.
You always find these type of mutagens in cancer patients.

Ascaris worms are responsible  for the 1,10 phenanthroline, 20-methylcholanthrene, and dozens
of related carcinogens. Tapeworm stages contribute phorbol and dibenzanthracene. Ascaris
worms also bring two harmful bacteria: Rhizobiam leguminosarum and Mycobacterium



avium/cellulare. More research are needed to determine whether these are really responsible for
our mis-biochemistry. 

Although non-metal mutagens are one of the biggest abnormalities in a tumor, they are caused
by parasites, one of the easiest problems to eliminate! Once parasites and bacteria (including
Clostridium) are gone, mutagens and their mutations are gone. Exess DNA for mitosis is gone,
the amines coming from bacteria are gone, so pyruvic aldehyd (brakes) can return the cells to
slow mitosis. Next thiourea levels decrease, allowing thyroxine to replenish and a whole host of
cell functions begin to normalize.

Do not eat moldy food. Some fungus produce mycotoxins; that sticks in your bodyfat and get
transformed into benzene. You also find some mycotoxins in every tumor.
Benzene and asbestos destroys our good/organic germanium, and change it into bad/inorganic
germanium. Good germanium is necessary to prevent cancer.
Wash fruit (asbestos on them)

Asbestos can be removed from your body by not getting new into your body, plus drinking
heaps of fluids (top priority in 21 day program).

A wart has started to multiply abnormally, but its genes that govern killing of exes cells still
work, so a wart’s growth reaches a limit. 

In tumors large quantity of metals and dye are accumulated. Besides, these toxins are spreading
to our vital organs (the spleen, bone marrow, liver, and parathyroid). The effects of mis-
biochemistry (parasite induced mutagens) are spreading too. Sulfur levels are getting too low to
let metal sulfides be formed for safe excretion. Inorganic copper, cobalt, germanium, thulium,
vanadium, and azo dyes will become the “ultimate toxins”, the deadly reapers for the entire
body.

I FIND CANCER SUFFERERS ARE USUALLY NOT DYING OF CANCER (TUMOR
FORMATION), AS SUCH, BUT OF METAL AND DYE TOXICITY! AND OF MIS-
BIOCHEMISTRY. THIS MEANS THAT AS GLAD AS YOU WILL BE TO SEE YOUR
TUMORS SHRINK, YOU MUST NOT BECOME COMPLACENT! YOU MUST  ALSO
REMOVE THE TOXINS! To see the exact effects of these toxins; see page 35.

As shown it is possible to see a dozen contributors to the tumor-growing process . They interact
like the pieces of a puzzle. The specific order of how everything occurs is yet not observed.
More research must be done, but meanwhile we can imagine various ways. 
Here is one:

1) Tapeworm larvae infect our tissues, releasing malonic acid, which interferes with
respiration (the making of ATP in mitochondria). We also get malonic acid from food
and plastic teeth.

2) Invading Clostridium bacteria supply DNA, isopropyl alcohol, and toxic amines in the
vicinity of larvae.

3) These amines can shift the balance between pyruvic aldehyde and thiourea production in
favor of thiourea, speeding up cell division, mitosis.

4) Excess thiourea consumes thyroid hormones (like thyroxine ), which in turn disables
lysosomes, your cells , bacteria killers, and mitochondria.

5) Metal and non-metal toxins are attracted to the sick cells by forces not completely
understood, but commonly observed, which I call morbitropism.

6) Heavy metals consume our sulfur and sulfur compounds; reducing power declines.



7) Oxidizing defenses decline, too, as p450 enzymes decline, due to insufficient iron, a
combined effect of nonorganic copper and germanium, asbestos, and
1,10phenanthroline.

8) Lanthanides get stuck in cells, causing calcium and iron deposits. These block the "flag"
for external digestion, phosphatidylserine. (Calcium also causes extra cell division. )
Without the flag, pancreatin and lipase don't digest these failing cells while they do
others.

9) Major carcinogens (PAHs and others) are produced by two very common parasites,
Ascaris and tapeworms. These carcinogens are now absorbed preferentially by the fast
dividing cells.

10) Parasite-related bacteria (Streptomyces, Mycobacterium avium/cellulare, Rhizobium
leguminosarum species, and the c-myc related virus) contribute in ways that are not yet
clear and cause symptoms of illness such as night sweats.

11) Mutations occur.
12) Azo dyes from food, clothing, and body products can no longer be detoxified and are

attracted to our vital organs as well as locations of rapid cell division. Azo dyes cause
further mutations.

13) Enough mutations occur to disable the cells' oxidizing and reducing powers. Some
enzymes are overproduced while vitamin A receptors are underproduced. The cell can
still divide, however .

14) Good germanium is gone, so vanadium causes p53 mutations by forming ribonucleoside
vanadyl complexes. Tapeworm stages or their bacteria also can induce p53 mutations.

15) bcl-2 and bax genes become disregulated so that selfdestruction of disabled cells
(apoptosis) does not occur quickly enough.

16) The small mass becomes an aggressively growing tumor. If it were transplanted into a
different healthy animal, it would take its immortality, its Clostridium and other
parasites, and its mutations with it. It would grow and consume its new host.

17) If the human intestinal fluke (Fasciolopsis buskii) finds the tumor, and isopropyl alcohol
is present (Clostridium makes it), then ortho-phospho-tyrosine is produced, and I
consider the tumor to be malignant.

It makes good sense that part of a tissue can become a runaway tumor, unable to stop its
endless cell multiplication when a dozen or so common factors are present.
The prevailing concept is that tumors have become "uncontrollable." My observations point
the finger of guilt at the rest of the body, not the tumor itself. It is the rest of the body that
has supplied the metals, dyes, malonates, parasites, and bacteria. It will do no good to
remove the tumors although it helps temporarily; the disease is systemic; they will simply
grow again.
It is tempting to think that the dozen tumor-causers discussed here are the only ones of any
significance. This may not be true. They may merely be the prevalent factors in our society.
There may be other ways a tissue can become tumorous.
Much more research is needed.
But for the present, removing these returns over 95% of cancer patients to health, while
tumors shrink and disappear!
How can this be accomplished most speedily and efficiently?

My observations point the finger of guilt at the rest of the body that supplied the metals and so
on. It will do no good to remove the tumors although it helps temporarily; the disease is
systemic; they will simply grow again.

The dozen  of tumor-causers discussed here might not be the only possible reasons, but for the
present, removing these returns over 95% of cancer patients to health! The question is how this
can be accomplished most speedily and efficiently…



The tasks: - Kill clostridium bacteria
- Kill all other parasites
- Remove metals, malonic acid, and several other carcinogens from your body.

Clostridium bacteria are anaerobes, not even tolerating oxygen. You can find them inside
bacteria, parasites and teeth with not perfect fillings. The best solution is to remove artificial
tooth ware, and you might  be forced to do so if you want to survive. As a momentarily solution
it helps to brush your teeth with oregano oil (s.p. 548); a natural penetrant and antiseptic. ½ a
drop on your toothbrush. 

1) Get rid of the source. Use the parasite Killing Program to eradicate the rabbit fluke.
(And eat clean food.)

2) Get rid of colonies in the colon. Take betaine and hydrochloric acid (s.p. 47)
3) Get rid of colonies in the teeth.

 
When you have cancer: One of the main goals is to kill all parasites. There are different means
to succeed with this:

- Herbs
- Zapping
- Ozonated oil
- Cysteine (an amino acid)
- Hydrochlorid acid.

Herbal Parasite Program: www.drclark.net and www.drclark.com . Consists of among other
things; Black Walnut Hulls, wormwood and cloves.

Zapping kills bacteria and parasites wherever electricity reaches (Not tooth crevices, the
intestinal tract, gallstones, and the inside of tumors). It also raise immunity by removing the
abnormal coating of ferritin on the outside of white blood cells. If attacked by cancer; zap once a
day until you’re completely well. For information on Zapping: the same internet adresses as
mentioned earlier.

After taking the herbal parasite program, later in the same day; begin the mop-up program. This
is to kill escaped viruses and the eggs still trapped inside dead parasites. The mop-up-program
consists of cysteine and ozonated oil (Dosages see 21 day program). Because cysteine  is a
reducer and ozonated oil is an oxidizer, they must not be taken together to retain effectiveness
( At least 5 hours apart). You may experience fatigue and nausea the first hour after taking
cysteine. The cysteine should be the L-variety. Can be cysteine hydroklorids or free cysteine.
Not D-systeine or cysteine

Killing rabbit fluke means you are no longer bringing clostridium  nor strectococcus into your
body for distribution to teeth, colon or tumors. Nor the c-myc oncogene. While clostridia are our
tumor-causing bacteria, streptococci are our pain-producers. Streptococci produce phenol which
not only causes pains of many kinds, but also ages us. Phenol, although considered a reducer in
regular chemistry, oxidizes our C-vitamin into toxic “oxidation products” that cause wrinkling
of skin, cataract formation and other aspects of aging!

Avoid being re infected with ascaris , tapeworm and rabbit fluke. Important to avoid vegetables
and dairy products. And no pets around! Remove carpets in your house, and get a new mattress,
and wash bed-clothes. (This is meant for people seriously sick from cancer)

Food labeled with a Kosher symbol have been found to be superior in cleanliness and purity.



Clearing toxins: These comes mainly from three sources. First your dental ware. This is cleared
by removing any metal in your mouth. Secondly your food. See Tumor Shrinking Diet chapter.
Third your environment. See “the safe surroundings chapter”.

After your body has been cleared of pathogens and toxins, your tumors must shrink. They
always do. In fact we must be careful not to shrink them too fast! The contents must be
detoxified and cleared slowly; in order to not overburden your vital organs.

Many cancer patients  give up because of the pain. We’re told that pain in cancer is due to the
cancer. This is NOT true. The pain is caused mainly by bacteria. There is very little contribution
from other causes. Pulling out infected teeth can reduce pain in other body parts to the half
within ours. The Dental Aftercare program reduces it further. Streptococcus bacteria play the
major role in producing pain. As soon as you stop reinfecting with rabbit fluke, and zap your
streptococcus (or kill them with cayenne pepper, ozonated oil and oregano oil), whether it is in
the bones, abdomen, chest or head, or any other location; pain will stop. Soon your body is
cleared of them except for those marooned in your tumors. After the tumors are drained and
shrunk, all pain stays away until you reinfect. Lugols iodine and sterilized food are good
precautions. To destroy phenol still in your body (for a while): Raw beet juice, 2 tbs with added
vinegar. 1 teaspoon to 1 tablespoon before meals. Or magnesium oxide, 300 mg with each meal.
Because of the fact that benzene in your fat is being detoxified into phenol (+some other things
as well), it typically takes the first week of the 21 day Program dosages for substantial relief.

Minimize use of morphine. This is addictive, and the certain sign of that the doctors have
classified you as hopeless. Use at least other types that are not addictive, though you might need
to take more of them. Liver cleanse might help to get rid of pain.

Dental work has two purposes:
- Clear up clostridium infections.
- Remove mutagens and carcinogens from your mouth.

Brush your teeth with oregano oil and colloidal silver (and occasionally with bleach). Mix
dental bleach: 5 ml (1tsp regular bleach, USP grade 5% hypochlorite) and 500 ml of water.

Clear clostridium infections by removing abscessed teeth, teeth with micro-leakage (infections
in crevices under fillings), and eliminating infections in the jawbone itself (clean cavitations)

When you go to the dentist; bring your own antiseptic to rinse your mouth. By far the best
antiseptic to use during dental work is plain bleach (see recipe page 547). Or use second best:
Lugols iodine (six drops in half a cup of water).
When pulling teeth: Make sure that the socket soft tissue are removed too; or they will decay
and provide opportunity for bacteria to reside there. “Cavitations cleaning”. If you have any
imbedded amalgam in your gum; do “Arichega Gum Cleaning” (dentist do it).
(Do not use dental sealers. Get a sealer made of only calcium hydroxide (lime water). Purchase
from a chemical supply company.) Removing amalgam fillings should be done very carefully.
The best option is the one where you get a sheet of rubber covering your mouth, only showing
the tooth (with the amalgam filling). Plus equipment to such away amalgam dust.
(After removing amalgam; make the dentist rinse your entire mouth for rests of amalgam, in
addition to removing gum on top of the jaw ridge.) Clean out hidden cavitations, and polish
your teeth so that no brown spot is shown.
By now you have completed the hardest task required to shrink your tumors: You have evicted
clostridium from its fortress. With the herbal parasite program you’ve also killed ascaris,
tapeworm larvae and rabbit fluke. The next step is to remove these same pathogens and



pollutants from your diet and environment. And the final step is to drain them from your tumors
so they collapse and dissolve.

To shrink your tumors your diet should be:
- Free of malonic acid (Found in 100% of all tumors)
- Free of carcinogenic dyes and metals, isopropyl alcohol and benzene, asbestos and

acrylic acid.
- Free of parasite eggs and harmful bacteria
- Free of mold

Malonic acid stalls the Krebs cycle in our cells` respiration. This put the cells into a crisis. They
must get all energy needed from doing glycolysis. The tumor starts burning everything it can
get (blood sugar drops, blood fat level drops, and muscle protein). Malonic acid is also bad for
sperm quality, and raises cholesterol. All animal products are malonic-free. Most plants as well,
but not all (for example oranges, carrots and tomatoes. See p. 107 – 109). In the 21 day
program; malonic acid is being detoxified.

Regarding hair dye: Use ONLY all-herbal dye (see sources).

And do NOT tattoo. They seep dye at a steady rate.

You avoid dyes by avoiding all dairy products, processed foods, and washing natural foods in
hot water. 

To avoid inorganic metals:
- Cook in glass or ceramic instead of stainless steel.
- Change to / use only PVC plastic water pipes.
- Change glasses frames to plastic
- Switch to non-metal jewelry
- Use no metal tooth fillings.

Avoid isopropyl alcohol by not eating bottled, canned or packaged food
Remember to stay away from moldy food.

The best thing to do is to eat homemade food. 
By now you should be eating safely.

Your own home brought you cancer! Any place else will be safer. The easiest and fastest way to
make a complete environment change is to leave home. Pets have brought you ascaris worms.
Eggs are in your carpets. Sterilize/throw carpets, dry clean bed blankets. Copper water-pipes
must be shifted with PVC. Make sure your refrigerator is free of Freon. Clean toilet with
bleach, and use borax for household and cloth-washing. For severely ill people, the book
prescribes several even stronger clean ups.

So far, all your efforts have gone into removing things, not taking things. This is because only
taking things just covers up the problem. If your goal is regaining your full life-expectancy (not
just 5 years) you must remove harmful things first, and take things secondly.

The clue here is to kill all the “bad guys” in your body before starting to take supplements. This
way you can safely start feeding the recovery body tissues. For the correct type and amount of
supplements; see 21 day program.



The main reason for official medicine research not finding either reason for or a cure for cancer;
is that they always only research for the influence of ONE particular reason (while reality
consists of a set of reasons), and ONE cure (while reality consists of several different things to
cure it). Dr. Clark`s cure is based on things that together works, and are used because of that.

Vitamin C is known to prevent scurvy in humans by making strong connective tissues like bone
and skin.

Recipe for 21 days program: the same internet adresses as mentioned earlier.

Equip the kitchen with:
- A stainless steal pressure cooker and glass bowls with lids  to fit inside.
- A blender; an additional juicer /extractor is optional
- An ozonator.
- A bread maker
- (plastic cutlery)
- Glass or  enamel pots and pans (not metal)
- Glass jars and bowls for food storage (not plastic). Some should have lids and fit

inside the pressure cooker.
Teflon coated ware is ok for frying and baking. Do not use special sprays to grease. Use olive
oil. Don`t overheat unsaturated fats.

The best way of sterilizing food (killing rabbit fluke, ascaris, tapeworm etc.) is to add
hydrochloric acid. This is the stomac`s own way of doing it. It must be USP Grade diluted to 5
% in strength, and only 1 – 2 drops per serving of each item on your plate. Max 45 drops pr.
Day. And don`t sterilize water or lugols water.
When you prepare food: If it has molds; dip in HCl water (2 drops per cup) for about 1 minute.
Add salt when you boil vegetables; to rise the boiling point. Use pressure cooker when making
rise. Cancer patients should really be careful regarding what they eat!

Do not use microwave oven. It destructs “good germanium”.

I also put in an advise from the book “The Journey”: Caffeine can cause dramatic growth in
tumors (according to statistics). Another good reason to not drink coffee or coke. 

Use borax for all washing purposes. Laundry (see instructions on box), dishes (use in granular
form), dishwasher (2 tsp), and shampoo ( 1/8 cup borax powder + 1 gallon hot water).

General sterilizers: Use chlorine bleach for the toilet. Use alcohol for the rest of the bathroom
and kitchen area. 

Aftershave: A quarter teaspoon vitamin C-powder dissolved in 1 pint of water. Keep
refrigerated.

Conclusion:

I believe this book is a very good description of how cancer works and how it can be cured.
Highly interesting! It also gives several precautions that are free to implement to prevent getting
cancer at all. It is remarkable to see how much dr. Clark has found out, and I`m thankful to have



been able to read this information. It should also be said that the 21 day program (and much of
the content in this book) is meant for people with advanced cancer (in late stages). By zapping
and using the ordinary Herbal Parasite Killing Program you can stop most cansers. Especially if
you achieve safe surroundings and clean food.
 


